Intermediate Cat Volunteer Handling Evaluation

Identify one cat and their training needs from Trello today:

Discuss the benefits of clicker training shelter cats.

Discuss how you would desensitize a cat to having their nails trimmed.

Discuss how you would desensitize a cat to entering a travel carrier.

Discuss ways to introduce the One Fast Cat exercise wheel to a cat who has never used it.

Perform a targeting exercise to encourage a cat to the front of the kennel.

Demonstrate how to train the sit cue.

Demonstrate interactive play on and off of climbing surfaces.
 Paw Discuss and demonstrate (if a trained cat is available) safety procedures and methods for training a cat to ride in a cat-safe stroller.

 Paw Demonstrate low-stress handling methods that can help a cat return to their cage.

 Paw Submit a Behavior Observation Report through the Volunteer Hub (SquareSpace website form).